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1. TERRORISM AND CYBERTERRORISM AS LEGAL CONCEPTS

A. Impact of Technology on the Notion of Terrorism

The international law framework surrounding terrorism existed well before 9/11. Out of the eighteen international instruments (including amendments) adopted since 1963, thirteen existed before 2001. Though it seems obvious that the attack on the World Trade Center and other events within the United States served as catalysts for the development of serious international documents such as the 2005 Convention for the Suppression of Acts of Nuclear Terrorism and 2006 United Nations Global Counter-Terrorism Strategy, the documents were built upon previously existing legal foundations.\(^1\)

The extent to which general principles of international law pertaining to terrorism have changed since 9/11 can be described as one-sided, as

some elements have not changed at all (as evidenced by the failure to adopt the UN Comprehensive Convention on International Terrorism due to a deadlock over the definition of terrorism), while other elements changed drastically (e.g., express recognition by the United Nations Security Council (UNSC) in Resolutions 1368 and 1373 of the right to self-defense in response to a terrorist attack by a non-state actor).\(^3\) If a cyberterrorist-attack would reach at least the same threshold as the 9/11 attacks, there is serious reason to believe that legal approach will be the same as for Al-Qaeda attacks themselves: rapid development of law on the basis of an already-existing base.

Some authors today believe that there is no imminent cyberterrorism threat.\(^4\) It is true that cyber-attacks have not officially set the record in terms of severe casualties yet\(^5\) and on the outside they resemble ordinary cyber-attacks.\(^6\) In fact, there is a great gap between the presumed danger and the known cyberterrorism activities.\(^7\) However, with quick evolution of technologies, it is only a matter of time\(^8\) before the danger of life-threatening cyberterrorism manifests itself.

---

B. Lack of a Common Definition

The lack of a universally accepted definition of terrorism is an obstacle in describing the nature of cyberterrorism without referring to conventional terrorism. Generally, a common definition is required for two reasons: firstly, to definitively determine the status of customary law pertaining to the use of force in relation to acts of terror; and secondly, to criminalize such acts, i.e. to prevent terrorism, to condemn it, and to punish it. Worth noting is also that international demand to extradite a terrorist offender far exceeds pressure to extradite a common criminal.

The various suggestions made by academics on how to define this concept are only partially overlapping and range from those including social aspects (terrorism is motivated by “egoism, intolerance, lack of dialogue and inhumanity, greed and accountability”) or psychological ones (“terrorism is a tactic to coerce behavioral change in an adversary”) to very thorough legal approaches (“one must distinguish between attitude [and] methods” of terrorism).

This is further complicated by the definition recommended by the UN’s High-Level Panel in its Report on Threats, Challenges and Change of 2004. The panel concluded that a definition in the upcoming Comprehensive Convention on International Terrorism should include a description of terrorism as “any action, in addition to actions already specified by the existing conventions on aspects of terrorism, the Geneva Conventions and Security Council resolution 1366 (2004), that is intended to cause death or

---


serious bodily harm to civilians or non-combatants, when the purpose of such an act, by its nature or context, is to intimidate a population, or to compel a Government or an international organization to do or to abstain from doing any act."^{15}

In a 2005 Report “In Larger Freedom,”^{16} Kofi Annan endorsed this suggestion, noting that “[i]t is time to set aside debates on so-called ‘State terrorism’ [and] the right to resist occupation must be understood in its true meaning.” It is worth noting that although the High-Level Panel explicitly asks for the “definition” contained in the SC Resolution 1566 to be included,^{17} Security Council Resolution 1566 itself clearly favors the sectoral approach, i.e. it refers directly to the existing conventions on terrorism.^{18}

However, from the legal perspective, the ex-Secretary-General’s suggestions are supportive rather than innovative, since a similar core-definition (partially resembling one of the 1937 Convention for the Prevention and Punishment of Terrorism that never entered into force) contained in the draft of the Comprehensive Convention on International Terrorism remained unchanged^{19} since 2001:


^{18} See S.C. Res. 1566, ¶ 3, U.N. Doc. S/RES/1566 (Oct. 8, 2004) (“Recalls that criminal acts, including against civilians, committed with the intent to cause death or serious bodily injury, or taking of hostages, with the purpose to provoke a state of terror in the general public or in a group of persons or particular persons, intimidate a population or compel a government or an international organization to do or to abstain from doing any act, which constitute offences within the scope of and as defined in the international conventions and protocols relating to terrorism, are under no circumstances justifiable by considerations of a political, philosophical, ideological, racial, ethnic, religious or other similar nature, and calls upon all States to prevent such acts and, if not prevented, to ensure that such acts are punished by penalties consistent with their grave nature.”).

Any person commits an offence within the meaning of the present Convention if that person, by any means, unlawfully and intentionally, causes:

a. Death or serious bodily injury to any person; or
b. Serious damage to public or private property, including a place of public use, a State or government facility, a public transportation system, an infrastructure facility or to the environment; or
c. Damage to property, places, facilities or systems referred to in paragraph 1(b) of the present article resulting or likely to result in major economic loss,

when the purpose of the conduct, by its nature or context, is to intimidate a population, or to compel a Government or an international organization to do or to abstain from doing any act.

The draft also suggests criminalizing threats, attempts, and organization of these acts, as well as assistance and participation in them.\(^20\)

The fact that the core of this definition is not widely disputed (the deadlock is mostly the result of disagreements over applicability of the convention to states and their armed forces, as well as liberation movements),\(^21\) may suggest that this draft reflects the current state of customary international law pertaining to terrorism. This definition is indeed incorporating common elements of self-made legal definitions employed, e.g., by the European Union,\(^22\) African Union,\(^23\) South Asian

---


Association for Regional Cooperation, and Commonwealth of Independent States.

However, the question is whether the suggested definition unreasonably loosens the already-existing international law regime criminalizing acts of terror. This is particularly relevant in relation to cyber-attacks.

As mentioned above, there are currently eighteen universal legal documents in force meant to prevent terrorist acts. All of these instruments seem to concentrate on acts perpetrated by non-state actors from a criminal law perspective (aut dedere aut judicare—extradite or


adjudicate), sometimes without and sometimes loosely referring to the intent or purpose of the terrorist conduct (terrorizing general population or compelling a government to perform or abstain from an act).

Introduction of the definition contained in the Draft Comprehensive Convention is unlikely to reverse criminalization of terrorist acts committed without such intent, since the twelve Conventions and their protocols will remain in force (unless explicitly stated otherwise in the Comprehensive Convention). Nevertheless, this definition may damage the notion that seems to exist in customary international law (evidenced by the existence of the conventions on terrorism per se) that certain acts by their very nature are so severe that they can be considered terrorism, even if committed without a global purpose. In effect, this will prevent any other equally grave act (also in or through cyber-space) to be criminalized as terrorism, if it is not subject to the “purpose of conduct” criteria.

Until the Comprehensive Convention is adopted, however, the existing conventions on terrorism, including cyberterrorism, remain in the center of the legal framework. Without these instruments, “terrorism” would indeed be, as Rosalyn Higgins puts it, “a term without any legal significance, . . . merely a convenient way of alluding to activities . . . widely disapproved of . . . .”

C. Defining Cyberterrorism as a Dependent Variable

What distinguishes cyberterrorism from conventional terrorism is the use of (mostly internet-based) computer networks. In essence, it is the use of electronic links in order to carry out terrorist attacks, usually involving programs created for that purpose. These programs can be delivered to their destination either through Internet, portable storage-devices (such as USB cards), wireless radio signals, or other similar means.

Cyberterrorism should be viewed separately from the terrorist use of the Internet, which involves such aspects as communication, recruitment, funding, organization of physical attacks, propaganda (also in the form of “hacktivism”), incitement to terrorism, and apology of terrorism. At the same time, certain cyber-operations (e.g., intrusions into critical infrastructure databases to collect information on vulnerable targets) can further cyberextremists’ cause, but are not acts of cyberterrorism on their own. Scholars like Conway (who builds on Anderson’s suggestion), also propose dividing cyber-attacks into Internet “use” (expression of ideas and communication), “misuse” (disrupting or compromising websites or infrastructure), “offensive use” (using Internet to cause damage or engage in theft), and “cyberterrorism.”

The term “cyberterrorism” itself predates 9/11, although lack of universal definitions of “cyber-attack” and “terrorism” has resulted in every expert having his own understanding of the term. The confusion has been exacerbated by the media which has the tendency of randomly characterizing minor cyber-attacks as “cyberterrorism.”

34. James A. Lewis, The Internet and Terrorism, 99 AM. SOC’Y INT’L L. 112, 114 (2005) (“One of the characteristics of terrorist websites is their ability to manage rapid changes of Internet addresses. When authorities force a site to move, informal networks based on chatrooms and e-mail inform the group’s supporters of the new network address.”); see also TIMOTHY F. O’HARA, CYBER WARFARE: CYBER TERRORISM 114 (2004).

35. See Elina Noor, The Problem with Cyber Terrorism, 2 SOUTHEAST ASIA REGIONAL CTR. FOR COUNTER-TERRORISM 51, 52 (2011).


40. Sam Berner, Cyber-Terrorism: Reality or Paranoia?, 5 S. AFR. J. INFO. MGMT. 1, 1 (2003).


42. Talihärm, supra note 7, at 63.
As in the case of “terrorism”, academics have proposed a wide array of possible definitions that could cover this concept. The suggestions include those concentrating on the disruptive\(^{43}\) and destabilizing\(^{44}\) nature of cyberterrorism, limiting it only to individuals and non-state perpetrators,\(^ {45} \) focusing on wider psychological effects (fear),\(^ {46} \) malware writing process,\(^ {47} \) involving attacks on critical national infrastructures,\(^ {48} \) and attacks damaging networks themselves.\(^ {49} \) There have also been opinions expressed that the concept of cyberterrorism has no right to exist at all, since terrorism requires a physical attack.\(^ {50} \)

A lot of these definitions are over-inclusive or under-inclusive. For example, Stanford Draft International Convention to Enhance Protection from Cyber Crime and Terrorism of 2000 defines cyberterrorism as

intentional use or threat of use, without legally recognized authority, of violence, disruption or interference against cyber systems, when it is likely that such use would result in death or injury of a person or persons, substantial damage to physical property, civil disorder, or significant economic harm.\(^ {51} \)

---


According to this definition, an angry employee smashing vital SIS (MI6) computers containing dossiers on its agents with a sledgehammer would be a “cyberterrorist,” since he commits intentional violence that disrupts cyber-systems and causes substantial damage to a state. In reality, however, the way violence is carried out in this theoretical example (physically and not through electronic network), would rule out the possibility of cyberterrorism.

At the same time, a virus that causes deliberate release of radioactive material into the environment, but with a low risk of human contamination, would fall outside the scope of the Stanford’s definition, while it is explicitly criminalized as a terrorist act by Article 2(1)(b)(ii) of the 2005 International Convention for the Suppression of Acts of Nuclear Terrorism.

Taking all these factors into account, from a legal perspective, the best definition that would describe the notion of (conventional) cyberterrorism today is: the use of electronic networks taking the form of a cyber-attack to commit a) a substantive act criminalized by the existing legal instruments prohibiting terrorism, or b) an act of terrorism under international customary law.

To put this definition into context, it is essential to establish who the possible perpetrators are and what objects are likely to be targeted when it comes to cyberterrorism.

II. POTENTIAL PERPETRATORS

Cyber-attacks are impossible without necessary technology and a minimal knowledge (at least by one person) of how electronic networks operate. Since more than two billion people on Earth have access to the Internet, and hacking and cracking manuals are available online, everyone including self-taught individuals, groups, large non-state actors, corporations, and states, at least in theory, can engage in cyber-attacks.

A. States

Controversy regarding possible direct state involvement in conventional acts of terrorism seems less actual when viewed within the context of cyber-space. While the Draft Comprehensive Convention remains

deadlocked on this issue, \(^53\) neither of the eighteen existing legal instruments foresee state responsibility for an act of terrorism, so one must turn to international customary law for guidance.

Initially, state terrorism, which can even be the cause of anti-state extremism, has been included in the discussions regarding the definition for three reasons: firstly, due to a historically different meaning of this concept; secondly, because states cause wider destruction in comparison to non-state actors; and finally, since certain forms of violence against civilians occur as part of the counter-terrorism campaigns.\(^54\)

“State terrorism” may be divided into two categories: internal and external. Within historical context, “internal state terrorism” entailed the use of force against its own civilian population to weaken the morale and destroy willingness to resist the government’s will, while “external state terrorism” targeted foreign populations.\(^55\) Situations where a state uses cyber-attacks against its civilians are very unlikely, as they would be very inefficient: firstly, physical “punishment” is easier to carry out and it creates more fear (e.g., it is much easier to order the soldiers to shoot down a civilian airplane than to use cyber-attacks against it), and secondly, a significant part of civilian infrastructure usually belongs to the state itself. In situations where governments do not have effective control over some part of their territory due to foreign occupation or civil war, Geneva Conventions would automatically apply and state violence would have to be viewed within the framework of international humanitarian law (this will be further discussed in a separate sub-chapter below). The notion of “external state terrorism,” on the other hand, is unlikely to crystallize in customary law in the future, since customary norms arise from state behavior and require their acceptance. It would seem that a majority of countries today believe a state cannot be a


\(^{54}\) See generally R ICHARD JACKSON, LEE JARVIS, JEROEN GUNNING & MARIE BREEN SMYTH, TERRORISM: A CRITICAL INTRODUCTION (2011).

perpetrator of conventional terrorism, as evidenced by the large number of signatories to the existing twelve conventions and their protocols without reservations regarding this matter (with minor exceptions\textsuperscript{56}). Therefore, the theory of state terrorism that may be viable in relation to conventional extremism does not apply in cyber-space.

This does not rule out the possibility of indirect state involvement in the form of state-sponsored cyberterrorism. It must be said that allowing their territories to be used for acts against the rights of other states is illegal according to the ICJ\textsuperscript{57}, while the Friendly Relations Declaration imposes a duty upon countries “to refrain from organizing, instigating, assisting or participating in acts of civil strife or terrorist acts in another State or acquiescing in . . . such acts . . . .”\textsuperscript{58} If one country organizes, actively supports, or contributes to the commission of one or more terrorist offences through cyber-space, it can be said to be a state-sponsor of cyberterrorism.\textsuperscript{59} Some conventions (Convention for the Suppression of Acts of Nuclear Terrorism, International Convention for the Suppression of the Financing of Terrorism, and others) foresee individual criminal responsibility for such acts, and although state leadership enjoys immunity, it should still be possible to prosecute the responsible individuals after they have stepped down from their posts (if the relevant conventions are ratified in those states).

B. Non-State Actors

Non-state actors have been consistently viewed as groups capable of perpetrating acts of terror and this status nowadays stems from the international customary law. This is evidenced by a number of the UN Security Council documents\textsuperscript{60} notably Resolutions 1526 (“Reiterating...

\textsuperscript{57}. See Corfu Channel (Merits), 1949 I.C.J. 4, 22 (Apr. 9).
its condemnation of the Al-Qaida network and other associated terrorist
groups for . . . criminal terrorist acts”), 1530 (“Condemns [. . .] the bomb
attacks in Madrid, Spain, perpetrated by the terrorist group ETA . . .”),
1963, and 1989 (“Expressing concern at the increase of incidents of
kidnapping and hostage-taking committed by terrorist groups . . .”).

Currently there are over one hundred international terrorist organizations
ranging from small groups designated as such by a few states (Fianna
Éireann, Harkat-ul-Jihad-al-Islami, People’s Mujahedin of Iran) to
groups widely recognized as terrorist organizations (Al-Qaeda, Lashkar-
e-Taiba, Asbat al-Ansar). In the modern world, there are plenty of cyber
safe havens where these groups can operate without fear of direct reprisal.61
The success of counter-terrorist operations is likely to encourage these
non-state actors to turn to cyberterrorism62 and some groups, having lost
their physical sanctuary in key areas, have turned to the sanctuary of
cyberspace.63

In 1999, the Center for the Study of Terrorism and Irregular Warfare
at the Naval Postgraduate School in Monterey defined three levels of
organizations’ cyberterrorism capability:

1. Simple-Unstructured: The capability to conduct basic hacks
against individual systems using tools created by someone
else. The organization possesses little target analysis, command
and control, or learning capability.

2. Advanced-Structured: The capability to conduct more
sophisticated attacks against multiple systems or networks
and possibly, to modify or create basic hacking tools. The
organization possesses an elementary target analysis, command
and control, and learning capability.

3. Complex-Coordinated: The capability for coordinated attacks
capable of causing mass-disruption against integrated,
heterogeneous defenses (including cryptography). Ability to
create sophisticated hacking tools. Highly capable target

(Dec. 22, 2006); S.C. Res. 1617, U.N. Doc. S/RES/1617 (July 29, 2005); S.C. Res. 1530,

61. See generally Kenneth Geers, Cyber Weapons Convention 26 COMPUTER L. &
SEC. REV. 547 (2010).

PEACE, Dec. 2004, at 1, 11.

63. Stuart H. Starr, Towards an Evolving Theory of Cyberpower, in THE VIRTUAL
BATTLEFIELD: PERSPECTIVES ON CYBER WARFARE, 18, 34 (Christian Czosseck & Kenneth
Geers eds., 2009).
analysis, command and control, and organization learning capability.64

In 2002 evidence showed that Al-Qaeda considered a cyber-attack against a dam,65 and in 2005 the group planned to bring down the entire internet traffic in the UK.66 The Real IRA declared “the future lay in cyberterrorism rather than car bombs”67 and supporters of the Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam in the past have spammed Sri Lankan embassies with emails meant to disrupt their communications.68 Though cyberterrorism has not yet caused any casualties, these examples demonstrate that existing terrorist groups are interested in inflicting damage through cyber-space and in cyberterrorism per se. The low level of their technical expertise (“simple-unstructured”) can be, and sometimes is, compensated by recruiting technically-skilled individuals69 to improve the terrorists’ capabilities in this regard.70

Entire groups of cyber-criminals can work together and even merge with known terrorist organizations if they share similar radical views, religious or socio-political interests,71 in order to engage in cyberterrorism. Alternatively, extremists can obtain knowledge and necessary programs from hacker teams for a fee. Some groups like the “Russian Hacker Association” have been offering one-time services over the Internet;72


66. Id. at 363.


68. Denning, supra note 64.


72. NICK ELLSMORE, CYBER-TERORISM IN AUSTRALIA: THE RISK TO BUSINESS AND A PLAN TO PREPARE 7 (2002).
information about computer vulnerabilities for which no software patch (software designed to fix problems) exists yet can be obtained nowadays on the black market for a sum of $1,000 to $5,000 USD.\textsuperscript{73} Arrangements with these groups for modifying existing programs or developing new ones to target a particular object (nuclear reactor, airplane, etc.) are possible.\textsuperscript{74}

Some individual cyber-criminal groups can have overlapping goals with the “field-terrorists,” but they prefer to act independently, trying to engage in “pure cyberterrorism.” For example, the “G-Force Pakistan” group (sympathizers of Al-Qaeda) waged an independent cracking campaign against the internet community (peaking in 2001–2002) with the aim of liberating Kashmir, although its activities mostly consisted of defacing websites\textsuperscript{75} and not actual acts of cyberterrorism.

C. Corporations

Corporations have long been objects of cyber-attacks,\textsuperscript{76} eventually leading to their heavy investment in information technology (IT) security.\textsuperscript{77} This, in turn, resulted in them having the most advanced cyber-defense (and logically, cyber-offense) capabilities, which exceed those of many states. In a world that moves away from “statecentrism,”\textsuperscript{78} the know-how, relative autonomy of operations,\textsuperscript{79} significant funding and a structured team of experts make corporations a potential perpetrator of cyberterrorist acts. Though their cyber-attacks are likely to target competitors,\textsuperscript{80} companies (especially multilateral corporations) may be interested in destabilizing a country’s (or the entire world’s) economy for profit, or they may be guided by the extremist views of their leadership.

\textsuperscript{73} WILSON, supra note 71.


\textsuperscript{78} TOBY BLUTH, CYBTERORISM AND PRIVATE CORPORATIONS: NEW THREAT MODELS AND RISK MANAGEMENT IMPLICATIONS 24 (1999).


\textsuperscript{80} Id. at 105.
Unlike terrorist organizations, corporations are often pressured to be more transparent, and to have a legal personality within their host state. Though this does not preclude criminal behavior, this makes them a special category of non-state actors (“any person”) that can be held legally responsible for offenses criminalized by existing anti-terrorism conventions. In other words, aside from the leadership of the corporation and members of the IT team that was directly involved in cyberterrorism, it is possible to prosecute the company itself, if the respective legal systems permit it.

D. Individuals

Finally, like the independent cyber-criminal groups, individual persons may engage in acts of terrorism online, if motivated by money, prestige or ideology. These one-man cyberterrorists (so to say, “cyber-Breiviks”) who have the knowledge necessary to conduct online attacks work alone, and, like their less sophisticated counterparts, can be divided into categories revealing their motivations: psychopathic terrorists (individuals who seek satisfaction in the need to control), religious and political ethno-geographic terrorists (struggling for a “group-cause”), and retributional terrorists (persons who suffered an atrocity against themselves, their family, or community). In addition, cyberterrorism includes other categories of persons which are not typical to traditional extremism, such as the greed-promted (offering to wage cyberterrorism for a fee) or “rebels” (who protest against the entire world order; this category includes teenage cyber-criminals as well).

---


As mentioned previously, the existing treaty regime pertaining to terrorism allows for the prosecution of individuals for terrorism (and cyberterrorism as its sub-category). It should be noted though that states may have an interest in avoiding prosecution of “talented” cyberterrorists, if those cyberterrorists act in the interests of the state. Due to the lack of cyber-experts, they can even be seen as limited state assets.86 Obviously this approach would be a violation of a country’s legal obligations, and could possibly be seen as state-sponsorship of cyberterrorism.

III. TARGETS AND AIDS

A. Reasons for Cyberterrorism

Extremists have a lot of secondary reasons to resort to cyberterrorism: it helps weaken “enemy’s” operational capabilities; destroys the reputation of an organization, nation, or alliance; demonstrates that terrorists groups are capable of inflicting significant harm on their targets; and even persuades those attacked to change affiliation.87 However, the main purpose remains to inflict damage on the selected targets and maximize the harmful consequences.

Targets which might be susceptible to cyberterrorism include, but are not limited to: air-traffic controls and navigation computers on board of commercial planes and ships, atomic power plants, and nuclear-material enrichment facilities. Conventional attacks against these targets by non-state actors are already outright criminalized by the existing counter-terrorism agreements and their protocols. Other vulnerable targets comprise power substations, water supply networks and automated food preparation factories, “smart” transportation grids, banks and stock-exchanges, dams, computerized cars, gas and oil pipelines, space-navigation controls, medical institutions, and implanted medical devices. Cyber-strikes against these targets may result in terrorism-like effects and contribute to the creation of restlessness and mob-mentality among the general population.

Some analysts note that acts of cyberterrorism against these targets are less favorable for terrorist organizations, since they would result in less immediate drama and have a lower psychological impact than a conventional attack.88 Indeed, a carefully-planned physical act of terror

86. JEFFREY CARR, INSIDE CYBER WARFARE 29 (2009).
can have a tremendous effect on population’s feeling of security, as evidenced by the Nord-Ost hostage crisis in Moscow (2002), Madrid bombings (2004), London bombings (2005) and other terrorist attacks. However, unlike traditional terrorism, cyberterrorism does not require substantial financial investments or physical presence to be successful. In fact, the only real prerequisite to carry out an act of cyberterrorism is technical knowledge—once acquired, a free and reusable asset. This makes cyberterrorist attacks a much more convenient option, and thus, very probable in some situations where distance and financial matters may otherwise pose a problem for the extremists.

While the current international treaty regime pertaining to terrorism does not directly mention cyber-attacks, and the majority of the existing conventions were created when cyber-strikes were unimaginable, this does not exclude their application to the acts of cyberterrorism. In addition, the principles enshrined in them help influence the formation of international customary law in relation to these acts.

In the context of cyberterrorism, it is important to distinguish between the real risks and low-probability scenarios, which are close to fiction. For the purposes of this Article, the legal instruments shall be analyzed in the order of increasing possibility of committing terrorist acts, criminalized therein, through cyber-space: from impossible to highly probable.

**B. Manufacturing Explosives**

The crime of manufacturing unmarked explosives, prohibited by Article 2 of the 1991 Plastic Explosives Convention, cannot be perpetrated through cyber-space even in theory. Even if computers in official facilities are in some manner engaged in the preparation process, and a program malfunction can result in a wrong marking being put on the materials, the explosives are thoroughly checked by humans before they


91. Matthew J. Skleroy, *Solving the Dilemma of State Response to Cyberattacks: A Justification for the Use of Active Defenses Against States Who Neglect Their Duty to Prevent*, 201 MIL. L. REV. 1, 64-65 (2009) (discussing the common principles of opinio juris when cyberattacks are used as a terrorist weapon).

are released for sale or use. Moreover, in this case the manufacturing process would not be done by the same persons who are carrying out the cyber-attacks, ruling out criminal responsibility due to the lack of mens rea.

C. Bombings

The 1997 Terrorist Bombing Convention prohibits another crime that is impossible to commit through cyber-space: unlawfully and intentionally delivering, placing, discharging, or detonating “an explosive or other lethal device in, into or against a place of public use, a State or government facility, a public transportation system or an infrastructure facility.” Article 1(3) of the same convention clarifies that “explosive or other lethal device” means a) an explosive or incendiary weapon or device that is designed, or has the capability, to cause death, serious bodily injury or substantial material damage; or b) a weapon or device that is designed, or has the capability, to cause death, serious bodily injury or substantial material damage through the release, dissemination or impact of toxic chemicals, biological agents or toxins or similar substances or radiation or radioactive material. “Delivering” and “placing” of these weapons or devices is a physical act that cannot be done through cyber-space; they are also rarely armed before being “delivered” by a legitimate agent (allowing discharge and detonation), and seldom detonated through electronic means (chemical, mechanical, or electrical triggers are used instead).

Looking back at the cyber-attack on the Trans-Siberian natural gas pipeline in 1982, one should consider a more inclusive interpretation of the word “device” in the Convention. The 1982 incident, indeed, proves that a cyber-attack against a non-military device that is part of the oil and gas energy infrastructure can result in an explosion. However, what is being “detonated” and “discharged” in such case is the gas or petrol. Therefore, according to grammatical interpretation of law, the exploited device itself does not have the capacity to explode, since explosive materials are not part of it.

93. International Convention for the Suppression of Terrorist Bombings, art. 2(1), Dec. 15, 1997, http://treaties.un.org/doc/db/Terrorism/english-18-9.pdf ("Any person commits an offense within the meaning of this Convention if that person unlawfully and intentionally delivers, places, discharges or detonates an explosive or other lethal device in, into or against a place of public use, a State or government facility, a public transportation system or an infrastructure facility:

a. With the intent to cause death or serious bodily injury; or
b. With the intent to cause extensive destruction of such a place, facility or system, where such destruction results in or is likely to result in major economic loss.")
Aviv Cohen notes that computers at nuclear reactors and biological labs may fall under the definition of Article 1(3)(b) (a device that has the capacity to cause death, injury and damage through the release of toxins or radiation), since they control the levels of “temperature, moisture, radiation and other data that is crucial to safety” and as such, upon a cyberterrorist act, can cause a disaster. Cohen further argues that this is supported by Article 31 of the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties, according to which the Terrorist Bombing Convention should be interpreted in light of its purpose. What Cohen fails to note, however, is that the same Article 31(1) states that the “terms of the treaty” must be given “ordinary meaning”, moreover, taking into account the year when the Terrorist Bombing Convention was created (i.e. “circumstances of its conclusion,” in accordance with the Article 32(a) of the Vienna Convention), its purpose and objective could not have been anything else but to prevent traditional bombings and not cyberterrorism. Consequently, cyberterrorists cannot violate the Terrorist Bombing Convention.

D. Hostages

The 1979 Hostages Convention calls for appropriate penalties against “any person who seizes or detains and threatens to kill, to injure or to continue to detain another person . . . in order to compel a third party . . . to do or abstain from doing any acts as an explicit or implicit condition for the release of the hostage . . . .” Nowadays, the possibility of holding persons hostage through “pure” cyber-attacks is close to impossible. The terrorists, with some luck, may be able to capture someone in a confined high-tech contraption, such as an elevator or a computerized car, but the prospect of injuring or continuing to detain him or her is very unlikely—modern cable-borne, hydraulic, and other elevators are employing mechanical devices (including brakes), nullifying any physical danger from cyber-attacks. At the same time, vehicle windows can be broken and elevator doors can be opened manually when the rescue arrives, excluding the possibility of continuous detention.

95. Id. at 28.
96. See also Simon Chesterman, Just War or Just Peace? Humanitarian Intervention and International Law 48 (2001).
E. Financing Terrorism

Providing and collecting funds in order to carry out a terrorist act\(^{98}\) under the 1999 Terrorist Financing Convention hardly fits the notion of cyberterrorist offense: generally, “providing” implies money or other assets are already in possession of the perpetrator, while storing and maintaining them does not require a cyber-attack. At the same time it should be noted that breaking into someone’s financial online accounts by means of cyber-attack for the purposes of transferring money to terrorists or acquiring them for further use by extremist organizations would satisfy the narrow overlapping legal requirements to be considered both cyber-strike and an offense under the Terrorist Financing Convention.

F. Protected Persons

The 1973 Diplomatic Agents Convention criminalizes\(^ {99}\) the intentional commission of “a murder, kidnapping or other attack upon the person or liberty of an internationally protected person” or “a violent attack upon the official premises, the private accommodation or the means of transport of an internationally protected person likely to endanger his person or liberty.” “Murder” or injuring (“other attack upon the person”) is the prohibited conduct which does not depend on the means employed. It can take the form of crashing a protected person’s transport, tempering with a hospital computer, infecting his implanted medical device, a computer-triggered explosion, or a similar harmful act. A list of diplomatic agents and information about their cyber-

---

\(^{98}\) International Convention for the Suppressing of the Financing of Terrorism, art. 2(1)

(“Any person commits an offence within the meaning of this Convention if that person by any means, directly or indirectly, unlawfully and wilfully, provides or collects funds with the intention that they should be used or in the knowledge that they are to be used, in full or in part, in order to carry out:

a. An act which constitutes an offence within the scope of and as defined in one of the treaties listed in the annex; or

b. Any other act intended to cause death or serious bodily injury to a civilian, or to any other person not taking an active part in the hostilities in a situation of armed conflict, when the purpose of such act, by its nature or context, is to intimidate a population, or to compel a government or an international organization to do or to abstain from doing any act.”).

implants, cars, etc. can be provided over the Internet, and a bounty may encourage persons from all over the world to engage in such attacks.

Because injuries have to be a direct consequence of a cyber-strike to be “intentional,” acts such as general food or water poisoning through cyber-means do not fall under those prohibited by the present Convention. The same principle applies to cyber-attacks against the premises, accommodation, or means of transport—they have to be direct and threaten the life of the protected person to constitute cyberterrorism. Kidnapping of state officials and their family members is ruled out for the same reasons as ordinary hostage taking (see above), although trapping protected persons in a computerized car or elevator would constitute an “other attack upon liberty.”

G. Maritime Vessels

Current technology does not permit taking full control over a ship through cyber-attacks. As mentioned above, “placing” a device or substance is a physical act; and even if a cyber-saboteur onboard a ship uses an infected USB flash-drive, it is not the USB device that would endanger the safe navigation, but the program itself—a virtual object, not substance (physical matter). Breach of Article 3(1)(d) therefore, is also impossible.

Injuring or killing a person with intent to carry out a terrorist attack onboard a ship (prohibited by Article 3(1)(g)) can theoretically be done by tempering with an electronic medical implant, yet it is not

100. Steve Saint-Claire, Overview and Analysis on Cyber Terrorism, 3 SCH. DOCTORAL STUD. EUR. UNION J. 85, 89 (2011).
102. See id. at art. 1(1)(a) (explaining that warships, naval auxiliary ships, vessels of customs or police authorities and ships withdrawn from navigation are not covered by the Maritime Convention).
103. This does not include violations of the Convention for the Suppression of Unlawful Acts Against the Safety of Maritime Navigation, art. 3(1)(a), Mar. 10, 1988, 1678 U.N.T.S. 224, which reads: “Any person commits an offense if that person unlawfully and intentionally: (a) seizes or exercises control over a ship by force or threat thereof or any other form of intimidation.”
104. See id. at art. 3(1)(d).
105. See id. at art. 3(1)(g), which reads: “injures or kills any person, in connection with the commission or the attempted commission of any of the offenses set forth in subparagraphs (a) to (f).”
necessary at all to conduct other cyber-attacks. “An act of violence against a person onboard a ship if that act is likely to endanger the safe navigation” (Article 3(1)(b)\(^\text{106}\)) would have to be targeted against all persons with crucial knowledge, or in a manner that would devastate a significant part of the ship required for safe navigation, in order to be considered terrorism under the present Convention—an almost impossible prospect. This also applies to an improbable possibility of damaging the ship or its cargo through cyber-attacks, prohibited by Article 3(1)(c).\(^\text{107}\)

Seriously damaging and interfering with the operation of navigational facilities (illegal under Article 3(1)(c)\(^\text{108}\)) and communicating false information to endanger the safety of a ship (criminalized by Article 3(1)(f)\(^\text{109}\)) through cyber-strikes, on the other hand, are highly probable in cases where the ship is new and it heavily relies on computer technology for navigation.

Article 3bis(1), added to the Maritime Convention by the 2005 Protocol, sets out a list of additional terrorist offenses involving a ship. Although sub-paragraph 3bis(1)(b) (and Article 3ter as a whole) can be disregarded, since virtual attacks cannot result in “transporting on board a ship” of various dangerous materials, WMDs (or persons), sub-paragraph (1)(a) of Article 3bis merits a closer attention. It reads:

Any person commits an offence . . . if that person unlawfully and intentionally . . . , when the purpose of the act, by its nature or context, is to intimidate a population, or to compel a government or an international organization to do or to abstain from doing any act:

(i) uses against or on a ship or discharges from a ship any explosive, radioactive material or BCN weapon in a manner that causes or is likely to cause death or serious injury or damage; or

(ii) discharges, from a ship, oil, liquefied natural gas, or other hazardous or noxious substance, . . . in such quantity or concentration that causes or is likely to cause death or serious injury or damage; or

(iii) uses a ship in a manner that causes death or serious injury or damage.\(^\text{110}\)

Although this provision specifies the necessary terrorist intent, actus reus is unlikely. The first two sub-paragraphs of 3bis(1)(a) quoted above

\(^{106}\) See id. at art. 3(1)(b), which reads: “performs an act of violence against a person on board a ship if that act is likely to endanger the safe navigation of that ship.”

\(^{107}\) See id. at art. 3(1)(c), which reads: “destroys a ship or causes damage to a ship or to its cargo which is likely to endanger the safe navigation of that ship.”

\(^{108}\) See id. at art. 3(1)(c), which reads: “destroys or seriously damages maritime navigational facilities or seriously interferes with their operation, if any such act is likely to endanger the safe navigation of a ship.”

\(^{109}\) See id. at art. 3(1)(f), which reads: “communicates information which he knows to be false, thereby endangering the safe navigation of a ship.”

\(^{110}\) Id. which reads: “(iv) threatens, with or without a condition, as is provided for under national law, to commit an offence set forth in subparagraph (a)(i), (ii) or (iii).”
criminalize acts that, in theory, could be perpetrated through cyber-attacks, if the hazardous materials are present onboard a ship and they can somehow be destabilized through an electronic network. In reality, however, this is almost impossible since there is no good reason to connect such materials to a complicated computer network.

Breaching sub-paragraph 3bis(1)(a)(iii) is even more unlikely, since, as mentioned previously, no technology exists that would allow a ship to be navigated remotely. Even if it did, cyberterrorists’ plans to use the ship for causing death and destruction could be hampered with a simple anchor.

**H. Fixed Platforms**

Article 2(1)\textsuperscript{111} of the 1988 Protocol to the Maritime Convention applies the principles, formulated in Article 3(1) of the latter, to the fixed platforms. For the same reasons as in the case of ships, seizing and controlling a platform (Article 2(1)(a)) and placing a device or substance that can destroy it (Article 2(1)(d)) are ruled out in the context of cyberterrorism. Cyber-violence against a person (Article 2(1)(b)) would have to be carried out in an unlikely wide-spread manner that endangered the safety of the entire fixed platform (Article 2(1)(c)). Though injuring a person in connection with these offenses (Article 2(1)(e)) would also be possible by attacking his or her medical implant, due to the unlikelihood of the offenses in sub-paragraphs (a)-(d) of Article 2(1), this can only be part of a hybrid terrorist attack and not a case of “pure” cyberterrorism.

The offenses in Article 2bis\textsuperscript{112} of the 2005 Protocol to the Fixed Platforms Protocol are very similar to those in Article 3bis(1)(a) of the

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}
\item See Protocol for the Suppression of Unlawful Acts Against the Safety of Fixed Platforms Located on the Continental Shelf, art. 2(1), Mar. 10, 1988, 1678 U.N.T.S. 304, 27 I.L.M. 685 [hereinafter Platforms Protocol], which reads:

Any person commits an offense if that person unlawfully and intentionally: (a) seizes or exercises control over a fixed platform by force or threat thereof or any other form of intimidation; or (b) performs an act of violence against a person on board a fixed platform if that act is likely to endanger its safety; or (c) destroys a fixed platform or causes damage to it which is likely to endanger its safety; or (d) places or causes to be placed on a fixed platform, by any means whatsoever, a device or substance which is likely to destroy that fixed platform or likely to endanger its safety; (e) injures or kills any person in connection with the commission or the attempted commission of any of the offenses set forth in subparagraphs (a) to (d).

\item See id. at art. 2bis, which reads:
\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotesize}
Maritime Convention. For the same reasons, since dangerous materials and WMDs are not usually connected to conventional computers, a breach of Article 3bis(1)(a) of the Maritime Convention is impossible in reality. In addition, if presence of radioactive or other hazardous materials onboard vessels can be explained by necessity of transportation, there is little reason to keep them on fixed platforms.

I. Nuclear Terrorism

Since nuclear material is a physical entity, out of the acts criminalized by Article 7(1)\(^{113}\) of the 1980 Nuclear Materials Convention, receipt, possession, use, transfer, alteration, disposal (Article 7(1)(a)), theft, robbery (Article 7(1)(b)), embezzlement, and fraudulent obtaining (Article 7(1)(c)), carrying, sending, or moving (Article 7(1)(d), as amended in 2005\(^{114}\)) of nuclear material are unlikely in the context of cyberterrorism, though not impossible.\(^{115}\) A demand for nuclear material by use of cyber-force (Article 7(1)(d)) would constitute a hybrid terrorist

---

Any person commits an offence within the meaning of this Protocol if that person unlawfully and intentionally, when the purpose of the act, by its nature or context, is to intimidate a population, or to compel a government or an international organization to do or to abstain from doing any act:

(a) uses against or on a fixed platform or discharges from a fixed platform any explosive, radioactive material or BCN weapon in a manner that causes or is likely to cause death or serious injury or damage; or

(b) discharges, from a fixed platform, oil, liquefied natural gas, or other hazardous or noxious substance, which is not covered by subparagraph (a), in such quantity or concentration that causes or is likely to cause death or serious injury or damage; or

(c) threatens, with or without a condition, as is provided for under national law, to commit an offence set forth in subparagraph (a) or (b).

---


The intentional commission of:

(a) An act without lawful authority which constitutes the receipt, possession, use, transfer, alteration, disposal or dispersal of nuclear material and which causes or is likely to cause death or serious injury to any person or substantial damage to property;

(b) A theft or robbery of nuclear material;

(c) An embezzlement or fraudulent obtaining of nuclear material;

(d) An act constituting a demand for nuclear material by threat or use of force or by any other form of intimidation; . . . shall be made punishable offense . . . .

114. See Amendment to the Convention on the Physical Protection of Nuclear Material, art. 7(1)(d), Nov. 18, 2010, S. Treaty Doc. No. 110-6, which reads: “an act which constitutes the carrying, sending, or moving of nuclear material into or out of a State without lawful authority.”

115. Consider if the US B-52H bomber, that was mistakenly transferring nuclear warheads in 2007, was connected to the internet and hijacked by cyberterrorists.
The most probable relevant terrorist act in relation to nuclear material that can be done purely via cyber-space, therefore, is its “dispersal”, which is likely to cause death or serious injury or substantial damage to property (Article 7(1)(a)) or the environment (as amended), or as specified in the amended Article 7(1)(e), “an act directed against a nuclear facility, or an act interfering with the operation of a nuclear facility, where the offender causes, or . . . knows that the act is likely to cause, death or . . . injury . . . or substantial damage to property or to the environment . . .”

Contemporary nuclear reactors run on uranium-235 or plutonium-239 fissile—matter that falls under the definition of “nuclear material” in Article 1(a) of the Nuclear Materials Convention. The Slammer’s intrusion into the Ohio nuclear power plant in 2003 and the Stuxnet attacks in 2009–2010 prove that it is indeed possible to damage nuclear facilities with cyber-attacks. These two particular incidents inflicted minor damage and did not cause any “substantial” damage or injury, nor were likely to cause it (despite the unpredictable behavior or infected hardware), and therefore fell short of being criminalized by the present Convention. Nevertheless, attempts to cause destruction through cyber-space continue, and the possibility of substantial damage in the future should not be ruled out.

As in the case of Nuclear Materials Convention, certain physical acts under Article 2(1) of the 2005 Nuclear Terrorism Convention, such as

116. “[N]uclear facility’ means a facility (including associated buildings and equipment) in which nuclear material is produced, processed, used, handled, stored or disposed of, if damage to or interference with such facility could lead to the release of significant amounts of radiation or radioactive material.” Id. at art. 1(d).

117. “[N]uclear material’ means plutonium except that with isotopic concentration exceeding 80% in plutonium-238; uranium-233; uranium enriched in the isotopes 235 or 233; uranium containing the mixture of isotopes as occurring in nature other than in the form of ore or ore-residue; any material containing one or more of the foregoing.” Nuclear Materials Convention, supra note 114, at art. 1(a).


Any person commits an offence within the meaning of this Convention if that person unlawfully and intentionally:
   (a) Possesses radioactive material or makes or possesses a device:
      (i) With the intent to cause death or serious bodily injury; or
      (ii) With the intent to cause substantial damage to property or to the environment;
possessing radioactive material, making or possessing a nuclear device (Article 21), or using a nuclear device (Article 2(1)(b)) are excluded from the framework of cyberterrorism. The present instrument, however, also prohibits damaging (or using) a nuclear facility in a manner which releases or risks the release of radioactive material (Article 2(1)(b)). Unlike the amended Article 7(1)(e) of the Nuclear Terrorism Convention, aside from being committed with the intent to cause death, injury, or damage, the crime becomes a terrorist act also in the case when the perpetrator(s) intend to compel a natural or legal person, an international organization, or a state to do or refrain from doing any act (Article 2(1)(b)(iii)).

Despite the minor damage that Stuxnet caused, the destruction of centrifuges did risk the release of radioactive material (even if it was in small quantities) and one of its goals seems to have been to make the Islamic Republic of Iran abandon its nuclear program. Therefore, the use of Stuxnet against Iranian nuclear facilities was in breach of the obligations set by the Nuclear Terrorism Convention and, in essence, is the first act of nuclear cyberterrorism in history. Nevertheless, from a legal perspective, this holds true only on a customary level, since neither Iran nor the potential “suspects”—Israel and USA—had signed the Nuclear Terrorism Convention by 2011, absolving them from any criminal responsibility.

J. Aircrafts

Cyberterrorism in the context of offenses against aircrafts do not require presence of a person onboard during flight. Cyber-attacks against

120. Id. at art. 1(2).
121. Id. at art. 1(4) (defining “device” as “(a) Any nuclear explosive device; or (b) Any radioactive material dispersal or radiation-emitting device which may, owing to its radiological properties, cause death, serious bodily injury or substantial damage to property or to the environment”).
122. Id. at art. 1(3) (defining “Nuclear facility” as “(a) Any nuclear reactor, including reactors installed on vessels, vehicles, aircraft or space objects for use as an energy source in order to propel such vessels, vehicles, aircraft or space objects or for any other purpose; (b) Any plant or conveyance being used for the production, storage, processing, or transport of radioactive material”).
planes are much more likely to occur through electronic networks (or at least by installing harmful programs before flight), since a person who makes his way to the cockpit can crash a plane much faster manually without any programs, and because the wireless devices nowadays are not capable of taking control over a conventional (manned) aircraft. In addition, there is a risk that suspicious devices onboard that will inevitably cause interference will be noticed, confiscated or destroyed by the crew. These factors exclude the applicability to cyber-attacks of the non-amended version of the 1970 Unlawful Seizure Convention\textsuperscript{123} as a whole, although Article 6(1) of the 1963 Aviation Convention still allows the aircraft commander to impose reasonable measures upon persons who are suspected of jeopardizing safety onboard the plane (e.g., those trying to commit a cyber-attack).

On the other hand, Article 1(1)\textsuperscript{124} of the Unlawful Seizure Convention, included in its 2010 Protocol, does not require presence of a person inside an aircraft, and criminalizes seizure of an aircraft “by any technical means” (including cyber-attacks). The 2010 Protocol also replaces reference to an aircraft “in flight” in Articles 1 and 3 with an “aircraft in service”\textsuperscript{125} (lasting from aircraft preparation to twenty-four hours after landing). As mentioned before, no cyber-attack can establish effective control over a manned aircraft. However, under the amended text of the Convention it is possible to commit an act of cyberterrorism by seizing control over unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs). Aircrafts such as remote piloted drones that are used for various purposes in more than fifty countries\textsuperscript{126} can be “hijacked” by infecting their control stations

---

\textsuperscript{123}. Convention for the Suppression of Unlawful Seizure of Aircraft, \textit{supra} note 26, at art 1 (criminalizing the act of seizing and exercising control over an aircraft).

\textsuperscript{124}. \textit{See} Protocol Supplementary to the Convention for the Suppression of Unlawful Seizure of Aircraft, \textit{supra} note 26, at art II, which reads: “Any person commits an offence if that person unlawfully and intentionally seizes or exercises control of an aircraft in service by force or threat thereof, or by coercion, or by any other form of intimidation, or by any technological means.”

\textsuperscript{125}. Article 3(1) of the Amended Unlawful Seizure Convention reads: “For the purposes of this Convention, an aircraft is considered to be in service from the beginning of the pre-flight preparation of the aircraft by ground personnel or by the crew for a specific flight until twenty-four hours after any landing. In the case of a forced landing, the flight shall be deemed to continue until the competent authorities take over the responsibility for the aircraft and for persons and property on board.” \textit{Id.} at art V.

\textsuperscript{126}. These countries include the USA, Russia, China, France, Germany, Georgia, India, Israel, Pakistan, Egypt, and others. \textit{See} Jack M. Beard, \textit{Law and War in the Virtual Era}, 103 Am. J. Int’l L. 409, 444 (2009).
and, actually, these stations have been subject to cyber-attacks before.\textsuperscript{127} Since Article 3(2) excludes applicability of the Unlawful Seizure Convention to military, customs, and police aircraft, cyberterrorism under the present instrument is possible only when unlawfully exercising control over commercial, civilian, and scientific UAVs.

Placing or causing a device or substance to be placed on board, criminalized by Article 1(1)(c)\textsuperscript{128} of the 1971 Civil Aviation Convention, is impossible through cyber-space. As in the case of Maritime Convention, performing an act of cyber-violence against a person on board an aircraft in service, in a manner that endangers the plane’s safety (Article 1(1)(a)\textsuperscript{129}) would have to target a key person (e.g., a pilot). Constant movement of the airplane at high altitudes will prevent a cyber-attack against this person’s medical implant (the only possibility in this case) from the ground, leaving only the option of sneak “attack” from one of the passengers. However, the chances of both pilots having computerized implants and both cyber-strikes from within the aircraft being successful are close to zero.

Violence against a particular individual can also take the form of destroying or causing significant damage to an entire plane (Article 1(1)(b)\textsuperscript{130}). In the context of cyberterrorism, such damage can occur as a result of a technical malfunction triggered by a cyber-attack (e.g., detonation of the aircraft’s fuel) or upon impact with the ground, due to cyber-interference with the operation of navigational facilities (Article 1(1)(d)\textsuperscript{131}) or communicating wrong information to the pilots, air traffic control (in case of a manned plane), or to the UAV control stations (Article 1(1)(e)\textsuperscript{132}).


\textsuperscript{128} See Convention for the Suppression of Unlawful Acts Against the Safety of Civil Aviation, supra note 2, at art. 1(1)(c), which reads: “Any person commits an offence if he unlawfully and intentionally . . . [p]laces or causes to be placed on an aircraft in service, by any means whatsoever, a device or substance which is likely to destroy that aircraft, or to cause damage to it which renders it incapable of flight, or to cause damage to it which is likely to endanger its safety in flight.”

\textsuperscript{129} Id. at art 1(1)(a), which reads: “performs an act of violence against a person on board an aircraft in flight if that act is likely to endanger the safety of that aircraft.”

\textsuperscript{130} Id. at art. 1(1)(b), which reads: “destroys an aircraft in service or causes damage to such an aircraft which renders it incapable of flight or which is likely to endanger its safety in flight.”

\textsuperscript{131} Id. at art 1(1)(d), which reads: “destroys or damages air navigation facilities or interferes with their operation, if any such act is likely to endanger the safety of aircraft in flight.”

\textsuperscript{132} Id. at art. 1(1)(e), which reads: “communicates information which he knows to be false, thereby endangering the safety of an aircraft in flight.”
The 1988 Airport Protocol to the Civil Aviation Convention adds two additional offenses: use of a device to perform an “act of violence against a person at an airport serving international civil aviation . . . likely to cause serious injury or death” (Article 1(1bis)(a))\(^{133}\) and damaging the facilities of an airport or immobile aircraft or disrupting airport’s services (Article 1(1bis)(b))\(^{134}\), if they endanger or are likely to endanger safety at that airport. An act of violence in this case can take the form of a cyber-attack against a medical implant, means of transportation, or any other computerized systems within the airport, endangering both the health of the targeted individuals and, if the targeted individuals are working at the flight control facilities, the lives of the passengers on incoming and outgoing flights.

Though the prospect of cyberterrorists damaging the airport or stationary aircrafts is unlikely, disrupting its services is very probable, since basically any interference with the standard operation of the computer systems at the airport,\(^{135}\) especially those of the air traffic control, could constitute such an offense.

Prohibitions contained in the Civil Aviation Convention’s Articles 1(1) and 1(1bis) were entirely incorporated into Article 1 of the 2010 New Civil Aviation Convention. Moreover, according to the UN Action to Counter-Terrorism’s website, “[a] cyber-attack on air navigation facilities constitutes an attack.”\(^{136}\) Among the new offenses added by this Convention, transporting (Article 1(1)(i))\(^{137}\) and using (Article

---

\(^{133}\) See id. at art. 1(1bis(a)), which reads: “performs an act of violence against a person at an airport serving international civil aviation which causes or is likely to cause serious injury or death.”

\(^{134}\) Id., which reads: “destroys or seriously damages the facilities of an airport serving international civil aviation or aircraft not in service located thereon or disrupts the services of the airport.”

\(^{135}\) Cohen, supra note 94, at 23.


\(^{137}\) Convention on the Suppression of Unlawful Acts Relating to International Civil Aviation, supra note 2, art. 1(1)(i) (“Any person commits an offence if that person unlawfully and intentionally . . . transports, causes to be transported, or facilitates the transport of, on board an aircraft: (1) any explosive or radioactive material, knowing that it is intended to be used to cause, or in a threat to cause, with or without a condition, as is provided for under national law, death or serious injury or damage for the purpose of intimidating a population, or compelling a government or an international organization to do or to abstain from doing any act; or (2) any BCN weapon, knowing it to be a BCN weapon as defined in Article 2; or (3) any source material, special fissionable material, or equipment or material especially designed or prepared for the processing, use or
dangerous materials and WMDs on board a plane—physical actions—are not relevant in the case of cyberterrorism. Releasing and discharging such hazardous substances through cyber-means are impossible since, as mentioned previously, connecting these materials to electronic networks is illogical and unlikely. However, since civilian UAVs can be seized and controlled by cyberterrorists (see above), they can also use them for “causing death, serious bodily injury or serious damage to property or the environment” on the ground, in breach of Article 1(1)(f) of the New Civil Aviation Convention.

K. Conventional Terrorism in Cyber-Space: Summary

To summarize, a table that reflects the applicability of relevant anti-terrorism instruments in the context of potential cyberterrorism is presented on the next page.

L. Other Targets

Now that the anti-terrorist conventions are thoroughly analyzed, one should consider whether some crimes remain outside the scope of the treaty regime, but can still be considered acts of cyberterrorism under the customary international law.

Human bodies are not directly connected to computers in any way, therefore the majority of cyberterrorist acts (with the exception of those, which result in humans following wrong data, due to a cyber-attack), will chronologically result in property damage (and economic loss) before injury to a person (if any). Growing reliance on technology in the developed countries, coinciding with vulnerability of computer networks, has led to a situation where cyber-criminals can choose between various entities that are susceptible to cyber-attacks—from banking and financial

production of special fissionable material, knowing that it is intended to be used in a nuclear explosive activity or in any other nuclear activity not under safeguards pursuant to a safeguards agreement with the International Atomic Energy Agency; or (4) any equipment, materials or software or related technology that significantly contributes to the design, manufacture or delivery of a BCN weapon without lawful authorization and with the intention that it will be used for such purpose.”).

138. *Id.* at art. 1(1)(h) (“uses against or on board an aircraft in service any BCN weapon or explosive, radioactive, or similar substances in a manner that causes or is likely to cause death, serious bodily injury or serious damage to property or the environment”).

139. *Id.* at art. 1(1)(g) (“releases or discharges from an aircraft in service any BCN weapon or explosive, radioactive, or similar substances in a manner that causes or is likely to cause death, serious bodily injury or serious damage to property or the environment”).

140. *Id.* at art. 1(1)(f) (“uses an aircraft in service for the purpose of causing death, serious bodily injury, or serious damage to property or the environment”).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Treaty</th>
<th>Number of Ratifications (October 2012)</th>
<th>Relevant Provisions</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Terrorist Financing Convention</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>2(i)</td>
<td>Tampering with a hospital computer or diplomatic agent’s car or trapping him in an elevator.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diplomatic Agents Convention</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>2(i)</td>
<td>Tampering with a hospital computer or diplomatic agent’s car or trapping him in an elevator.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maritime Convention</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>3(y)(e)</td>
<td>Tampering with a hospital computer or diplomatic agent’s car or trapping him in an elevator.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nuclear Materials Convention</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>7(l)(k), as amended</td>
<td>Tampering with a hospital computer or diplomatic agent’s car or trapping him in an elevator.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nuclear Terrorism Convention</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>2(3)(b)</td>
<td>Tampering with a hospital computer or diplomatic agent’s car or trapping him in an elevator.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unlawful Seizure Convention, amendable by the 2010 Protocol</td>
<td>185</td>
<td>3(c)</td>
<td>Tampering with a hospital computer or diplomatic agent’s car or trapping him in an elevator.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Civil Aviation Convention</td>
<td>188</td>
<td>1(1)(c)</td>
<td>Tampering with a hospital computer or diplomatic agent’s car or trapping him in an elevator.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Civil Aviation Convention</td>
<td>1 (not yet in force)</td>
<td>1(1)(b)</td>
<td>Tampering with a hospital computer or diplomatic agent’s car or trapping him in an elevator.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
institutions to military defense systems. However, not all of these attacks would fall under the definition contained in the Draft Comprehensive Convention on International Terrorism, which, as mentioned before, represents a consensus between states, and as such, to a certain degree, reflects customary law. For example, Vitek Boden, while dumping raw sewage during his cyber-attack in 2000 and causing damage to property and environment, was guided by individual motives and did not desire to “intimidate a population or compel a Government or an international organization to do or to abstain from doing any act,” nor did such intent arise from the context of his crime; therefore, his act cannot be characterized as cyberterrorism.

Though the definition in the Draft Convention uses terms which are very subjective, such as “serious damage to public or private property” and “major economic loss,” it is possible to draw a list of objects susceptible to cyber-attacks, which might be relevant in this case. “Purpose” to compel a government to do or abstain from doing something arises entirely from the circumstances of each individual situation. Considerations include whether this is the first terrorist offense of the person or terrorist group, whether there have been any demands, whether the situation involves a political background, and so on. Therefore, one should concentrate on the intent to intimidate a population, which is likely to stem from the nature and context of the criminal act itself.

Due to their virtual nature, and since cyber-attacks more often fail than succeed, they cannot be expected to inflict significant damage to different private properties in a manner that would terrorize ordinary citizens. Therefore, when talking about property and economic loss, the population can be expected to only fear cyber-attacks against objects that are essential for the functioning of the economy and society as a whole (i.e. critical infrastructure). One can conclude from this that cyber-strikes that are likely to seriously damage vital computer facilities responsible for agriculture and food, water, public health, emergency services, government, telecommunications, energy, transportation, banking and

finance, chemical industry and hazardous materials, postage and shipping,\textsuperscript{145} police, heating (where applicable), and military (depending on the outcome of the definition controversy) should be considered acts of terrorism (and therefore cyberterrorism) under existing customary international law.

Finally, it seems obvious that “death or serious bodily injury” scares an ordinary person regardless of the means employed by terrorists, especially if victims are random. Therefore, aside from the acts criminalized by the existing legal instruments, life-threatening cyber-attacks against dams, water supply networks, automated food preparation factories, ground transport controls, computerized cars, space-navigation controls, medical institutions, medical implants, chemical laboratories, and other facilities should also be considered acts of cyberterrorism under customary norms.

Although not unequivocally globally criminalized, such acts of cyberterrorism, like other acts of terror,\textsuperscript{146} can be prosecuted as crimes against humanity\textsuperscript{147}—if they are widespread or systematic and satisfy other necessary criteria.

These conclusions demonstrate that the danger of cyberterrorism in peace-time is adequately covered by international law. Now it is essential to review the legal framework surrounding response to this threat to determine whether such acts constitute an “armed attack” and whether states can respond to it with armed force.

IV. CYBERTERRORISM AND JUS AD BELLUM

A. Self-Defense Against Terrorism

Governments today are aware of the vulnerabilities of the domestic infrastructures and of the potential threat that cyberterrorism represents.\textsuperscript{148} However, while new ways to conduct cyber-attacks are being shared
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\textsuperscript{147} See Michael P. Scharf & Michael A. Newton, Terrorism and Crimes Against Humanity, in FORGING A CONVENTION FOR CRIMES AGAINST HUMANITY 262, 267-69 (Leila Nadya Sadat ed., 2011); see also Roberta Arnold, Terrorism As a Crime Against Humanity Under the ICC Statute, in INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION IN COUNTER-TERRORISM: THE UNITED NATIONS AND REGIONAL ORGANIZATIONS IN THE FIGHT AGAINST TERRORISM 121, 135 (Giuseppe Nesi ed., 2006).

between crackers around the world,\textsuperscript{149} the inter-state cooperation is lagging behind. For example, when the UN Counter-Terrorism Implementation Task Force (CTITF) Working Group on Countering the Use of the Internet for Terrorist Purposes asked countries to make submissions for the 2009 Report, only two states listed cyber-attacks by terrorists as one of the threats that concerned them.\textsuperscript{150} This is contrasted by the rapid development of cyber-defensive and cyber-offensive capabilities by the US, China, Russia, Iran, Cuba,\textsuperscript{151} Israel, the UK, and others, suggesting that these states favor exercising their right of individual self-defense (against cyberterrorists) over collective action in the future.

In fact, two states stand out for their continuous practice of using force against terrorists and states harboring them—namely Israel and the United States.\textsuperscript{152} Both sometimes operate outside legal obligations and both are known to invest heavily in military counter-terrorism campaigns.\textsuperscript{153} Despite the condemnation by the Security Council of its “self-defense” operations against previous terrorist attacks,\textsuperscript{154} such as the raid on Beirut airport in 1968 (Resolution 262), raids on Lebanon in 1973 (Resolutions 332 and 337), bombing of PLO Headquarters Tunisia in 1985 (Resolution 573), and assassination of Khalil al-Wazir in 1988 (Resolution 611), Israel continues to stand by its position of interpreting the right to self-defense broadly and is likely to do so in relation to cyberterrorist-strikes as well. One should note that although the international community seems to remain unconvinced by Israeli arguments, after 9/11 states do not explicitly exclude the possibility of acting in self-defense against organizations like Hezbollah and Hamas,\textsuperscript{155} and prefer to concentrate instead on issues of proportionality in assessing
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The condemnation of US “self-defense” against terrorists was not likely in the Security Council due to the US veto. Nonetheless, the General Assembly managed to pass Resolution 41/38 condemning the bombings of Libyan Jamahiriya in 1986 carried out in response to the Berlin discotheque bombing. United States’ “counter-terrorist” operations in Iraq in 1993, as well as in Sudan and Afghanistan in 1998,157 continued to raise questions of legality until 2001, when the Security Council in its Resolution 1368 heavily implied that the US has the right to resort to self-defense against a terrorist organization. This was affirmed by the silent approval of the international community of the invasion of Afghanistan in 2001 and also by the legal attitudes adopted in the US itself (“president has both constitutional and statutory authority to use the armed forces in military operations, against terrorists, within the United States”158), which inevitably will reflect on cyberterrorism as well.

Other countries have also invoked Article 51 of the UN Charter to justify attacks against terrorist groups with mixed feedback. For example, reactions to numerous Turkish incursions into Northern Iraq in the last two decades to pursue the Kurdistan Workers Party have ranged from understanding159 to a “mixture of sympathy and concern.”160 Further examples where self-defense arguments were used in relation to terrorists include Russian pursuit of Chechen fighters into Georgia,161 Iranian attacks on Iraqi bases of People’s Mujahedin and Kurdish bands,162 involvement of Ethiopia in the Somali Civil War in 2006,163 Colombian
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Although these examples do not directly involve cyberterrorists, they demonstrate how states might react to serious cyber-strikes from non-state actors. This is particularly important, since not a single country to this day has admitted an attempt to carry out a cyber-attack, and it is expected that non-state actors are more likely to engage in such activity.

From the perspective of international law, branding a group or organization with cyber-offensive capabilities “terrorist” is not enough. In order for a state to exercise its right of self-defense against a cyberterrorist group, the latter should launch (or, arguably, plan to launch) a cyber-strike that would constitute both an illegal “use of force” and an “armed attack.”

Although the ICJ concluded in the Wall Case that “Article 51 recognizes the existence of an inherent right of self-defense in the case of armed attack by one state against another state,” the Court did not bother to note that the right to defend itself against aggressive non-state actors has existed in customary international law (i.e. outside Article 51) since ancient times. Furthermore, as pointed out by Judge Higgins, there is nothing in the text of Article 51 stipulating that “self-defense is available only when an armed attack is made by a State.”

The massive support for the legality of the US claim to self-defense in Afghanistan, mentioned above, did not necessarily constitute “instant customary international law and an authoritative reinterpretation of the
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UN Charter.”170 In fact, some authors have argued that the US has not asked for legal approval of its military operation in the UNSC171 and instead chose to invoke self-defense individually, in order to avoid creating a precedent.172 Nonetheless, one has to acknowledge that enough time has passed to speak of a natural non-instant evolution of the customary norms. Today, the question is no longer whether terrorist (and cyberterrorist) groups can conduct an “armed attack,” but rather the degree to which state involvement is necessary “to allow the use of force against the territory of the host state.”173

Currently there are two opposing views in international jurisprudence. A majority of the ICJ judges in the Armed Activities case agreed that if the attacks by “armed bands” were not attributable to a state, there are no legal circumstances for the exercise of a right of self-defense against that state.174 On the other hand, Judge Kooijmans175 and Judge Simma176 have defended a position that “armed attacks . . . by irregular bands . . . are still armed attacks even if they cannot be attributed to the territorial state.” This view is supported, for example, by Leiden Policy Recommendations on Counter-Terrorism and International Law, which reads: “it is now well accepted that attacks by non-state actors, even when not acting on behalf of a state, can trigger a state’s right of . . . self-defense.”177 Steenberghe offers a reasonable compromise between the two opinions, which seems to reflect state practice (taking into account the self-defense operations mentioned above): the link between the non-state actors and a host-country should consist at least in unwillingness or inability to stop the attacks.178
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In the context of cyberterrorism, this means that countries that control, support,179 take advantage of, or tolerate cyberterrorist-attacks (reaching significant threshold) originating from their territories can be targeted in self-defense180 (subject to necessity and proportionality criteria). If strikes emanated from parts of a failed state that the government cannot control, those territories would also be subject to acts of self-defense.

Although this is unlikely, a problem may arise when a government does not want to tolerate acts of cyberterrorism (e.g., it has ratified an anti-terrorist convention that demands extradition or prosecution), but it cannot locate the perpetrators. This is especially relevant if a devastating cyber-attack was carried out by only one person. Military operations against parts of a country in pursuit of only one man are not unheard of (consider Osama bin Laden), yet they will inevitably raise questions of proportionality. Since such situations are not covered by international law, the host-state is left with the only option of turning to the Security Council.

B. Armed Attacks by Cyberterrorists

When it comes to the magnitude of cyberterrorist-attacks necessary to reach the “armed attack” threshold, one can draw parallels with previous cases. For example, taking control of a UAV and flying it into a civilian building resonates with 9/11 and by analogy with the principles in UNSC Resolution 1368, that the victim-state should be entitled to self-defense. Life-threatening attacks upon diplomatic personnel and attacks upon their liberty constituted an “armed attack” in the Tehran Hostages case.181 An attack against a single ship triggered the right of self-defense in the Oil Platforms case.182 From the ICJ’s attitude in the Nuclear Weapons case also follows that the release of radiation could be an armed attack that “would affect health, agriculture, natural resources and

---

demography over a wide area [and] has the potential to damage the future environment, food and marine ecosystem, and to cause genetic defects and illnesses in future generations.”

Some cases of cyberterrorism can also be safely excluded from the self-defense framework—for example, stealing funds for a terrorist organization through the Internet would not even reach the level of “use of force.” Merely exercising control over a UAV or destroying centrifuges in a uranium enrichment facility cannot reach the “armed attack” threshold due to their low intensity.

Much will depend on the individual circumstances of each situation and, most likely, political circumstances. However, it is essential to maintain an optimal threshold for invoking the right of self-defense in international law—a very low threshold will blur the lines between armed conflict and criminal law enforcement, while a very high one will put states at risk.

C. Necessity and Proportionality in Context

As in the case of ordinary cyber-strikes, the exercise of self-defense against devastating acts of cyberterrorism requires the response to be necessary and proportional. This is particularly important in light of the legal uncertainty surrounding terrorism (Gazzini notes that terrorist attacks consisted of mostly “unpredictable, sudden and instantaneous acts,” but cyber-attacks take this to a whole new level). Legally controversial “defensive” acts, such as targeted killings may be practiced against cyberterrorists or new “targeted hacking” (taking over
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or manipulating enemy systems)\textsuperscript{188} may be employed in the framework of future “war on cyberterrorism.” This is especially relevant since some states started authorizing remote searches of computers of suspected criminals.\textsuperscript{189}

Generally, cyberterrorism calls for a reinterpretation of the principles of necessity and proportionality in a new light. Not only will the states be required to present clear and convincing evidence of the need to use force in self-defense\textsuperscript{190} to acts that are not easily traceable, but they will also have to explain why persons, some of which never held a gun in their hand, should be targeted militarily. Finally, one should also note that the “luck factor”\textsuperscript{191} eliminates the distinction between preemption and prevention in anticipatory self-defense, since the moment of “immediacy” becomes impossible to predict. Resorting to preemptive self-defense legally, therefore, is only possible if cyberterrorist-attacks keep rising in magnitude, possibly reaching the “armed attack” level with the next strike, or if there is a series of identical devastating cyber-attacks and a state learns it is next on the list.

\textit{D. Needle-Prick Theory}

In 1989 (before the Internet became global) Antonio Cassese claimed that “to qualify as an armed attack, international law requires that terrorist acts form part of a consistent pattern of violent terrorist action rather than just being isolated or sporadic attacks.”\textsuperscript{192} Modern cyber-
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attacks represent a completely different phenomenon—an ongoing pattern of attempts to gain entry into a system with a relatively low chance of success, mostly against “serious” targets. Although it may very well be easier to sneak explosives on board a plane than to crash it using a computer, cyberterrorism is not impossible and, as mentioned previously, becomes more feasible as technologies develop.

Cyberterrorism can also take the form of multiple cyber-attacks on random targets (e.g., hospital computers of a country). As in the case of traditional terrorism, in this context “account may be taken of a series of attacks emanating from the same territory and the same terrorist group.”

The ICJ did imply that attacks can be “cumulative in character” in its Oil Platforms and Armed Activities cases. Also, as Christian J. Tams notes, a large number of states accepted Turkey’s and Israel’s claims to self-defense “by implication”, as they involved constant small-scale terrorist attacks. Nevertheless, the needle-prick theory (or accumulation of events theory) has never been officially endorsed either by the Security Council, a majority of prominent academics, or the ICJ itself. According to this doctrine, instead of measuring the severity of each individual attack, consideration should be given to the cumulative effect of a series of attacks, whereby rather than expiring immediately after a single attack, “the right to self-defense survives it and allows States to take forcible action necessary to put an end to the chain of attacks.”

---
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This theory must be mentioned in the context of cyberterrorism, since at least two of the states that possess serious cyber-offense capabilities—the US and Israel—have resorted to the “cumulative effect” approach in the past, specifically in response to acts of terror. Due to the “luck factor,” cyberterrorist-strikes are less intensive in their nature than traditional terrorist attacks, and therefore, it is more probable that a series of damaging attacks (e.g., a pattern of random assassinations via computerized medical-equipment in one state) can provoke the victim-state to resort to the needle-prick doctrine.

As in the case of conventional response, self-defense against cyberterrorism is bound to have the same vices: the response will seem like a reprisal; it will cross the allowed borders of preemptive action (see above), and it will be disproportionate to the cyber-attack in isolation. Even if the needle-prick theory will be recognized in the future in customary international law vis-à-vis cyberterrorism (which this author finds highly unlikely), it will be subject to the same limits that are applicable to traditional self-defense: necessity, proportionality, lack of other means, as well as expiration of the right to continue self-defense after the Security Council has taken action. Until either the UNSC or the ICJ admit the legality of the needle-prick approach, or until there is sufficient evidence to suggest that this theory is incorporated into international customary law, accumulating cyberterrorist-strikes short of “armed attack” for the purpose of invoking self-defense will remain illegal.

V. CYBERTERRORISM AND JUS IN BELLO

A. General Complexities

According to Andrea Bianchi, international humanitarian law is sufficiently well suited to provide a “regulatory framework” and “effective mechanisms” to punish acts of terrorism. Condorelli and Naqvi add that it condemns acts of terrorism in both international and internal conflicts and offers a system for the prosecution and punishment of
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those who perpetrate them. Unlike human rights law, humanitarian law
takes into account the violent or systematic nature of terrorist acts
perpetrated during conflicts, although jus in bello suffers from its own set
of deficiencies when it comes to terrorism and, by extension, cyber-
terrorism.

The dividing line between use of force and humanitarian law is
blurred by the nature of terrorist acts which might or might not initiate
an “armed conflict,” depending on particular circumstances. In fact, in
the Kordić and Čerkez judgment, the ICTY stated that the protraction
requirement is “significant in excluding . . . single acts of terrorism.”
One must therefore assume that single cyberterrorist-strikes cannot
initiate a war, though the events after 9/11 paradoxically imply the opposite.

Additional complexities stem also from the controversial nature of the
recent counter-terrorism operations (“war on terror”), which only
partially correspond to the classic understanding of war. Nevertheless,
remains clear that international humanitarian law would apply in
situations where a cyberterrorist-attack is carried out as part of an armed
conflict (or armed occupation) with the required nexus, or if it triggers
the armed conflict itself.
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B. Special Nature of Terrorism in International Humanitarian Law

Terrorism is equally prohibited in times of internal or international armed conflicts. Like other attacks, violent acts of cyberterror are subject to the principles of necessity, proportionality, humanity, distinction, neutrality, and chivalry. At the same time, Geneva Conventions protocols specifically forbid "all measures of . . . terrorism," "acts of terrorism," and "acts or threats of violence the primary purpose of which is to spread terror among the civilian population." Acts of terrorism are expressis verbis listed as war crimes in the statutes of the ICTR and Sierra Leone Special Court, as well as the 1996 Draft Code of Crimes against the Peace and Security of Mankind. Though of little relevance in the context of cyber-attacks (for reasons mentioned previously), one should note that international humanitarian law separately prohibits and criminalizes a particular extremist act—hostage taking.


Currently, the archaic notion of terrorism in international humanitarian law differs from the conventional one. The main reason for this paradox is that unlike the latter, the concept of jus in bello terrorism exists in a legal stasis. It has not changed since 1949. When the Geneva Conventions were written, terrorism was perceived as a form of intimidation and collective punishment by a state. Article 33(1) of the Fourth Geneva Convention was therefore aimed at preventing belligerents from the practice of “intimidatory measures to terrorize the population.” Building upon this foundation, the 1977 protocols reaffirmed the archaic understanding of terrorism.

A de facto separate legal regime was proclaimed by the ICTY in the Galić case, where the Court noted that although international instruments exist to outlaw terrorism in various forms, the Court had to limit itself to the Geneva framework of conventional armed conflict between states and ignore the “international efforts directed against ‘political’ varieties of terrorism.” However, it is undeniable that some of these political varieties were any way incorporated into the laws of armed conflict by the 1999 Terrorist Financing Convention (currently ratified by 176 states), which suggests that any cyber-attack intended to cause death or
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injury to civilians or persons hors de combat\textsuperscript{227} during armed conflict should be considered an act of terror not only if carried out to intimidate a population, but also if used to compel a government or an organization to do or abstain from doing any act.\textsuperscript{228} At the same time, since mere threats of violence and non-violent acts were left out of the definition contained in the 1999 Terrorist Financing Convention, they cannot be considered jus in bello terrorism if their purpose is to simply coerce a state and not to intimidate its population.

As international humanitarian law is primarily meant to govern the behavior of state armies (see next sub-chapter for the discussion on freedom-fighters), cyber-attacks can be classified as archaic jus in bello terrorism if carried out by military agents of countries (in case of international armed conflict) or of organized groups controlling parts of state territory (in case of internal armed conflicts). Those persons and groups that do not fall under the combatant categories will anyway be covered by the legal regime on conventional terrorism. On the other hand, the activities undertaken by military forces of a state are excluded from this regime by special provisions in the 2005 Protocol to the Maritime Convention,\textsuperscript{229} the 2010 Protocol to the Unlawful Seizure Convention,\textsuperscript{230} the 2010 Nuclear Terrorism Convention,\textsuperscript{231} and the 2010 New Civil Aviation Convention.\textsuperscript{232} Therefore, soldiers who hijack a civilian UAV and crash it into a building or cause a nuclear meltdown in another state through cyber-attacks during an armed conflict cannot be held liable for conventional terrorism.

One must note that a similar exception in relation to all armed forces within the meaning of international humanitarian law, suggested by the West in the Draft Comprehensive Convention,\textsuperscript{233} is still disputed. There is a lack of sufficient ratification of the four above-mentioned instruments,
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and, as a result, no solid customary law in this regard exists. Whatever the outcome, such exception does not necessarily represent a legal gap since such acts would still be punishable as war crimes and can be somewhat characterized as terrorism, albeit an archaic form (that of jus in bello).

C. Freedom-Fighters in Cyber-Space

The maxim coined by Gerald Seymour that “one man’s terrorist is another man’s freedom fighter” accurately reflects one of the most difficult obstacles in coping with terrorism and is no less relevant when discussing cyberterrorism. History knows many examples when the label of “freedom fighters” was earned in resistance to illegitimate actions: colonization, aggression, illegal occupation, tyranny, totalitarianism, and even international crimes and massive human rights violations. Nevertheless, this title is still yet to be recognized in cyber-space.

The 1977 Geneva Conventions Additional Protocol I officially provide freedom fighters with combatant and prisoner-of-war status if they belong to peoples who are “fighting against colonial domination, alien occupation or racist regimes in the exercise of their right of self-determination” Despite making applicability of the Geneva Conventions somewhat dependent upon motivations that inspire guerillas, these three cases are widely recognized as permitting liberation wars. This is partially evidenced by a vast number (170) of state-ratifications of the


Additional Protocol I,\textsuperscript{239} with the notable exceptions\textsuperscript{240} of technologically-advanced India, Iran, Israel, Pakistan, Turkey, and the US. The states of the Organization of Islamic Cooperation insist upon excluding applicability of the Comprehensive Convention on International Terrorism in situations of struggle against foreign occupation.\textsuperscript{241}

Colonialism, alien occupation and racist regimes can only be maintained in a physical dimension and therefore cannot be established online. Nonetheless, this does not eliminate the possibility of fighting for physical freedom by resorting to cyber-attacks. For example, groups like Islamic Jihad and G-Force Pakistan have engaged in minor cyber-strikes with the purpose of liberating Palestine and Kashmir respectively. Their members can therefore be classified as cyber-freedom-fighters under the existing international humanitarian law. Like other lawful combatants, such cyber-guerrillas have a set of obligations they must follow,\textsuperscript{242} including “carrying arms openly”\textsuperscript{243} (i.e., in reality, warning in advance of an upcoming attack or using encrypted digital signatures) and, if possible, wearing uniforms.

If these requirements are fulfilled, the broad and general definition contained in the Draft Comprehensive Convention cannot be extended to the lawful freedom-fighters without invalidating Article 1(4) of the Additional Protocol I; therefore the suggestion of the Organization of Islamic Cooperation (see above) seems more than reasonable and should be affirmed on the international level.

On the other hand, since the eighteen existing counter-terrorism instruments are not broad in their scope and criminalize specific extremist actions, freedom-fighters and cyber-guerrillas remain subject to them. Unlike military forces of a state, they are not excluded from the scope of
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the four newest counter-terrorism instruments (see above). This creates a legal discrepancy where state military is more protected than freedom-fighters, even if they are engaged against each other in the same armed conflict. However, as mentioned before, it does not represent a big problem practically, as both categories can be held liable for war crimes and archaic terrorism. Though maybe a political paradox, under international law, it is possible for one person to be a combatant, a freedom fighter, and a terrorist (both archaic and conventional).

D. Prisoner of War Status

Jean Pictet rightly noted that “there is no intermediate status in jus in bello and nobody in enemy hands can fall outside the law.” Since 2002, the US Government contributed to the degradation in protection of the victims of war by defining Taliban and Al-Qaeda detainees as unlawful combatants and denying them the prisoner of war status. Although strict opposition from international organizations and academics did not allow for any change in customary norms, in the future certain states may likewise attempt to deny this status to cyber-combatants (or indefinitely detain civilians who have not participated in hostilities).

Currently, a violation of international law, whether in the form of indiscriminate cyber-attacks or participation in terrorist acts, does not deprive either state forces or freedom-fighters of their combatant and
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prisoner of war status, as long as they abide by the obligations imposed upon them by international humanitarian law. Since jus in bello only prohibits archaic terrorism, in theory, participation in cyber-attacks that constitute non-overlapping conventional terrorism (e.g., acquiring funds through cyber-attacks for terrorist purposes) does not remove prisoner of war privileges.

In determining whether cyber-combatants (or civilians) were involved in acts of archaic terrorism and whether their legal protection should be revoked, one must consider that, as in the case of traditional terrorist organizations, the attackers will belong to a group that consists of cyber-attackers, organizers, donors, facilitators, trainers, colleagues who provided general encouragement but did not participate in the cyber-strikes, and persons who are engaged in non-related services (cooks, for example)—each with a different form of responsibility.

E. Cyberterrorist Acts in War

Jus in bello (archaic) cyberterrorism includes all acts during an armed conflict that injure, attempt to injure, and threaten violence to civilians or persons hors de combat, if their purpose is to intimidate the population. Such acts may include causing incorrect treatment by tempering with medical computers, hijacking an enemy’s military UAV and bombarding civilian objects, disrupting drinking water supply, and releasing dangerous chemicals in an urban setting, even if those acts do not create any casualties. There must be a direct intent to intimidate, since incidental spreading of terror among the civilian population is not illegal if acts of violence are pursued against lawful targets. So, for example, American “shock and awe” tactic in the early stages of the 2003 Iraq
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invasion targeted against Iraqi military was legal, despite being perceived as terrorism by the civilian population.\footnote{254}

Directing potentially violent cyber-attacks against civilians or persons hors de combat (in the form of actions and not threats) must also be considered archaic terrorism if carried out to coerce a state or an international organization. In this context one may consider, for example, de-individuated cyber-assassinations of persons\footnote{255} with computerized pace-makers which serve as a message to the government. Since a relatively low percentage of the general population would possess such devices, rather than intimidating ordinary civilians, this act would play upon the obligation of states to ensure safety of their citizens.

During armed conflicts, acts of conventional terrorism via cyber-space can only be viewed as an individual crime (see sub-chapter 3) or through a prism of the principles of necessity, proportionality, humanity, distinction, neutrality, and chivalry. However, it is more likely than not that archaic and conventional cyberterrorism will overlap in war.

VI. CONCLUSION

The present Article addressed the legal issues surrounding cyberterrorism. In the first chapter, the author explains why cyberterrorism should be described as “the use of electronic networks taking the form of a cyber-attack to commit a) a substantive act criminalized by the existing legal instruments prohibiting terrorism, or b) an act of terrorism under international customary law.” Further, with a special emphasis on existing anti-terrorism conventions and customary international law, it was demonstrated which actors are likely to engage in acts of cyberterrorism (non-state actors, corporations and individuals), as well as which targets are protected by law and which aims are to be pursued by terrorists.

The last two chapters concentrated on permissibility of individual response to cyberterrorism and applicability of this concept to jus in bello. The author noted that although generally self-defense in jus ad bellum is permitted, the controversial legal theories will have trouble adapting to the realities of cyberterrorism without international support. The author also highlights the paradoxical situation of two regimes on
terrorism (archaic and conventional) coexisting during armed conflicts and its impact on cyberterrorism. Future convergence of these regimes on political level will require legal coordination of international organizations.

This Article demonstrates why conventional terrorism by states should be ruled out as a viable concept in international law. At the same time the author argues in favor of the Organization of the Islamic Conference suggestion to exclude freedom-fighters from the applicability of anti-terrorism conventions. Major legal gaps identified in this Article include preservation of prisoner of war privileges by conventional terrorists during wars, as well as legal discrepancy created by the conventions regime on terrorism which ensures freedom-fighters and cyber-guerillas receive less legal protection than military forces of a state despite their equal status under the Additional Protocol I.